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EXO_16 - Canadianism

A new ism has been discovered, invented by the new and improved kick ass Canadian, it is 
Canadianism. It involves enterprise development, jobs, careers, product and technology 
idealism, Made in Canada-ism, you know, a solid quality good paying family rated job...not 
exactly a political statement is it? 

Be pro-active, get involved. At least you can do something about the “beeep” that you don’t 
like, or do nothing, be a wimp, a traitor, go play video games, fondle your phone, gamble on 
rigged government lotteries, smoke your brains out with a government gmo joint that will 
reduce your ability to think, act and do other things you might really like and want to do, but 
can’t....

It’s all a smoke and mirrors show to distract you as the government will do all kinds of 
obscene genocidal and treasonous things because you are too high, on drugs, you might not 
care about anything, too busy, playing sports, trying to survive, distracted by too much so 
called entertainment by useless immoral people who are not really funny, and totally loaded 
with anti straight white anti family scatological theatrics,  or totally deceived by propaganda 
news that certainly don’t want you personally to do anything radical like throw out the TV, 
think for yourself, be independent, get organized, be pro-active, get in shape, be combat 
capable, go back packing, mountain climbing, go fishing, hunting, do something fast, make 
progress, quit those pain killer and other useless drugs because doctors really don’t know and 
don’t care to fix your problem, for you to be independent, healthy, productive, creative and all 
the good stuff. Of course that is not blaming anyone, just observing actions over time, it is 
evident. We can always drink coffee so we can do stupid stuff faster....

Since we don’t know if anyone really reads this stuff except keyword data sniffing algorithms 
or whatever you call them, we can almost say anything honest, as really your reaction or 
response or enlisting is what is important, so we hope you get it. So get with the program.

Naturally everything needs to be in a trust, everything else is classified. If you need help, you 
know who has advanced technology and tools just waiting for you to put to good use.

What you need to know is that you do not want to go spend a second of time more with some 
women who prefers to be remote mind controlled wondering around chasing Pokémon, 
instead of spending quality time with a real man. You might already know that microwaves 
and cell phone and cell phone towers and wifi are extremely bad biohazards. You can check 
out microwavenews.com, magdahavas.com, the electrosensitive society and stuff like that.

Ideally, a multiple war vector class action lawsuit will take care of these genocide 
communication and telephone companies. Yes, you think that is mean, and you like your 
phone and the convenience of technology, but it is in reality a very dangerous and invisible 
enemy that needs to be dealt with...the enemy that spies on and betrays you extremely well, 
the one that fries your balls, DNA and brain cells, but you can do what you want, you just 
need to be briefed once and do what you want with the intel. Many will do nothing, too bad, it 
will cost in more ways than one. I was voted most down to earth on my planet, but that does 
not seem to work anymore, maybe I need to upgrade my vocabulary, ya a kick ass one, right?

We still have not heard anyone in government mention Made in Canada or Product of 
Canada, have you? The $10,000 reward is collecting dust, soon we will have to turn it over 
with a pitch fork since it might go moldy, yes it can happen to polymer notes...

If this has been more annoying than entertaining, there is still a chance for you to join, right?
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